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FIGHT for
JOURNALISM
Last year, Oklahoma Watch published its
first editorial, joining news organizations across
the country in affirming the value of a free and
independent press in our democracy.
In a sense, these were fighting words. News media were
standing up to the incendiary verbal attacks on the industry
from President Trump.

davidFRITZE
executive editor

But there were larger issues underlying the essays. The
finances of the news industry remain in a seemingly endless
turbulent state, with ad revenue and subscribers continuing
to decline for local newspapers. Oklahoma news outlets have
experienced their own setbacks. Contributing to this: Social
media sites are connecting fewer readers to news publications.
Facebook, for example, is de-emphasizing news in its News
Feed, which means you are less likely to see posts from
publishers like Oklahoma Watch in your feed unless you follow
some simple steps.
As a nonprofit staff, we at Oklahoma Watch take no pleasure
in seeing our for-profit media partners struggle. It only means
that communities and the state will be less informed. The work
we do is intended to complement their reporting.
In many ways, 2018 was a testament to that mission. Our
reporters investigated the influence of special interests and
money on policymaking, including the role of political “dark
money” contributions (we even screened a new film, “Dark
Money”.) We also probed the strange trend of cities acquiring
nursing homes, exposed discrimination against pregnant
women on the job, and revealed that thousands of Oklahoma’s
kindergartners and first graders are being held back. We
provided unique rolling coverage of the teacher walkout
and gave you data, videos, forums and investigations on the
elections.
If there was any takeaway from the year, we hope it was
this: Despite all of the challenges, journalism is still worth
fighting for.

OUR MISSION
DIG DEEP.
FEAR NONE.
INSPIRE CHANGE.

Through investigative, fact-driven journalism, we dig deep and examine significant
issues facing our state. Our work engages
all Oklahomans, amplifies the discussion
of issues and leads to change. We help
develop the journalists and journalism of
the future.

WHO WE ARE
“Nonprofit news outlets, like Oklahoma Watch, play an
increasingly important role in these times. Without having to
make profits for owners or put out a daily paper, we are able
to focus on complicated issues, uncover serious problems
and dig beneath the surface of the latest big news.”
–TREVOR BROWN, CAPITOL REPORTER.

“I am splitting my time between visual storytelling and
traditional reporting because we want to take you inside
our stories and help you connect with our sources and their
experiences. We aren’t just telling you what’s happening. We’re
showing you.”
–WHITNEY BRYEN, MULTIMEDIA REPORTER.

“Knowledge is power and without local news, Oklahomans
are not empowered to make informed decisions that
affect our future. My job is to help readers understand that
journalism is a worthy investment.”
–DENA DRABEK, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

Most people in the news industry, myself included, find it exciting to
be a part of gathering and presenting stories that inform, move or
outrage readers and viewers. And at Oklahoma Watch, we truly feel
that we’re offering a public service. Investigative journalism can make
a difference for the better of all. Oklahomans deserve it.
DAVID FRITZE, EXECUTIVE EDITOR

“What drives me every day are the kids. I have
three of my own and I’m a watchdog for the
960,000 children across Oklahoma, no matter what
type of school they attend.”
–JENNIFER PALMER, EDUCATION REPORTER.

Even the most talented, motivated reporters — and we
have some of the best here — need a sounding board,
coach, proofreader, planner and strategist, someone to
vet ideas and make stories stronger. That’s what I get to
do as an editor each and every day.”
–JEFF RAYMOND, ENTERPRISE EDITOR.

“I’ve seen major changes and challenges to the
business model of journalism in my short career, but
I still believe in a free press and the power of telling
stories that illuminate our world. I’m lucky that I get a
chance to do that in my current job.”
–PAUL MONIES, STAFF REPORTER.
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OUR PRODUCTS
NEWSLETTERS

ON THE WATCH

At the end of each quarter we recap our
top stories and highlights for our donors as
an added benefit to those who support our
work. This newsletter is only distributed to
individual donors and funders.

WEEKLY

Every Tuesday, Oklahoma Watch sends out
an email newsletter that rounds up our latest
investigative coverage, data sets, multimedia
reports and upcoming events.

The twice-a-week Education Watch features a round-up of the
top education stories across the state and nation. Whether
it’s an in-depth look at school performance or a national
story on test scores, Education Watch aims to raise readers’
understanding of the critical issues in education today.

OKLAHOMA WATCH-OUT
FORUMS
Each spring and fall, Oklahoma Watch offers public forums
on issues of statewide concern. In 2018, top officials from
the Oklahoma Department of Human Services talked about
challenges in the state’s foster-care and child-welfare programs.
Our forums on medical marijuana drew sizable crowds and
featured intense debate.
For the first time, Oklahoma Watch teamed up with partners
to tackle state questions and legislative candidates in several
public forums across the state. The League of Women Voters
of Oklahoma contracted with us to present forums on school
funding and victims’ rights.
Together Oklahoma helped host legislative candidate forums
in Lawton and Muskogee, allowing communities to hear from
those running for state House and Senate seats. Audience reach
went well beyond attendance, as the forums were often covered
by television stations and newspapers and excerpts were aired
on public radio or OETA-TV.

DATA VISUALS
Our Data Center, including more than two dozen
data sets, continued to be a main attraction for
many readers interested in facts about their local
communities and the state. In 2018, we updated
data sets on superintendent salaries, ACT scores for
high schools, state worker salaries, gifts and meals
bought by lobbyists for legislators and how much
district judges received in campaign donations.

The election year brought a new opportunity to
map voting trends: a county-level map on the
medical marijuana vote and precinct-level maps
on votes for state questions and statewide and
congressional races.

In addition, we launched a new data
tool to inform citizens about their state
senators and representatives. Know Your
Legislators provided basic facts, contact
information and links to each legislator’s
social media sites, web pages and financial
disclosure forms. The largest donors to their
campaigns also were shown. Many legislators
also answered three questions posed by
Oklahoma Watch. The tool allowed readers
to look up their legislators if they didn’t
already know who they were.

OUR REPORTING
We generate original content that is
distributed by media partners around
the state and through our website and
social media. We focus on data-driven journalism and other enterprising
reporting that complements coverage
in other Oklahoma and regional media.
We collaborate with other news outlets.
We strongly support First Amendment
rights and transparency in government
and we value and promote the news
media’s watchdog role.

MULTIMEDIA
Widely respected for our long-form exclusives,
we took steps to maximize the digital space in
2018 by ratcheting up our multimedia and visual
coverage. We added multimedia reporter Whitney
Bryen to our team, and she helped drive more
innovative storytelling approaches using video,
photos, embedded graphics, and slide shows on
our website and social media.
In the fall, we launched a series of one-minute videos on the elections targeting younger and less-engaged
viewers. We also produced a 360-degree video showcasing Tulsa’s new riverside park, Gathering Place,
accompanied by analysis of the park’s underlying theme of promoting brain development in children.
Our multimedia tweeting from the Capitol continued to be popular, with a growing number of Twitter
followers. To us, this audience engagement showed that Oklahomans care deeply and passionately about
policymaking, which in turn makes public officials more accountable.

EDUCATION
A nine-day teacher walkout in early April, over
teacher pay, roiled the legislative session and
disrupted the lives of parents, kids, educators
and public officials. We organized our reporting
in a single web post with rolling coverage that
included text pieces, video, graphics, socialmedia embeds and photos.
But our education reporting went well beyond that crisis. We revealed that Oklahoma nearly leads the nation
in holding back early-grade students, and that private schools offering tax-credit scholarships had excluded
students with disabilities from their discrimination policies. In response to our story, a scholarship group
ordered at least 60 schools to revise their policies. We also investigated accusations of sexual misconduct at a
Catholic University, OU’s rollback of its touted National Merit Scholars program, and how the teacher shortage
was forcing schools to rely on aides and assistants.

STATE
GOVERNMENT
Oklahoma Watch has become a journalistic
force at the State Capitol, producing watchdog
coverage of the Legislature and state officials.
Our live-tweeting and multimedia reports caught
the intense debate, and we exposed the flows of
money that influence policymaking.
At the same time, election campaigns were
picking up pace, and we doubled down
on accountability reporting. Among other
exclusives, we reported that then-candidate,
now Governor, Kevin Stitt voted only eight times in the last 20 years, and never in the governor’s race.
Our probing of special-interest influences raised questions about legislators’ conflicts of interest and
intensified debate over efforts to raise gross production taxes to fund core services.

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
Oklahoma’s criminal justice system
remains troubled, and our reports focused
on some of the key areas that pose
challenges. One is the state’s plan to
carry out the death penalty using nitrogen
asphyxiation, which has never been tried.
Our story outlined how such executions
could easily go wrong. We also revealed
inequities in the county jail system: The
length of time that suspects spend in jail
on low-level charges can vary widely by county. We also found that only a handful of 2,700 prison inmates
with potentially deadly hepatitis C had been treated for the disease. In an election year, we revealed that
unlike in many other states, Oklahoma prohibits former inmates from voting until their time in prison and on
probation or parole has ended, which can last for over a decade.

SPECIAL
COVERAGE
In 2018, news in Oklahoma reached
a fever pitch early and never
let up, from the state budget
crisis to elections. We rolled out
investigations on money and politics,
probes of children’s issues, and
multimedia coverage that helped
voters make informed decisions.

We have spent more than a year digging
into how special interests and unidentified
donors bring influence to bear on lawmaking at the State Capitol. Our datadriven investigations brought to light
record spending by “dark money” groups and dug into oil-and-gas donations, gifts and meals from
lobbyists, campaign spending on perks and lack of government transparency. We revealed that a
rule change now allows candidates for the state’s top jobs to keep their personal finances secret.
Oklahoma Watch then asked all candidates for statewide offices to voluntarily disclose their finances
and tax returns. Only a handful provided them. We intend to keep asking in every election year.

In addition to our own story revealing the biggest
“dark money” players in the state, Oklahoma Watch
Editor David Fritze introduced a Tulsa screening of the
“Dark Money” film – and made a case for the vital role
that watchdog news organizations play in promoting
transparency in elections and government.

In 2018 we continued our focused coverage on children’s
issues through the series “Kids in Peril,” raising awareness
of how Oklahoma’s persistent human-needs issues affect
children.
For example, we reported that working parents, more than
ever, must scramble to find places for their children amid a
steep decline in quality day-care options across the state.
Another story examined how the state’s urgent placement
of foster children with relatives and friends risks overlooking
factors that could jeopardize a child’s safety. We also revealed
that employers still discriminate against workers on the basis
of pregnancy or childbirth, in some cases firing them.

2018 ELECTIONS
When we rewind the last three months of 2018, we find
that elections dominated Oklahoma Watch’s coverage.
That included investigations, analysis, videos, data,
photos, maps and social-media engagement.
Among the highlights:
Outlooks:
More women reached for
the Legislature. Before the
vote, here were the pivotal
questions.
Profiles:
Unique profiles of the
gubernatorial candidates.
Takeaways:
‘Blue Wave’ fizzles, with
one startling exception
in the 5th congressional
district.

Interactives:
Precinct-level results
in races and the 2019
Legislature.

Post-election:
A look at Stitt’s campaign
promises and his business
ties.

Videos:
A unique ‘In One Minute’
series on races, plus quick
videos on what Oklahoma
voters want to change.

Follow the money:
Attorneys help bankroll
campaigns of judges who
hear their cases. Epic
Charter School’s political
donations.

Impact:
Oklahoma Watch
inquiry causes Gov. Stitt’s
transition chair to leave a
controversial group.

Our partnership with the League of Women
Voters on a 2018 Voter Guide provided a
balanced, fact-based review of the five state
questions on the November ballot; it also listed
the candidates and offered voting information in
print and digital formats.
The project included nearly 20 one-minute
videos produced by Oklahoma Watch staff on
the state questions and races for statewide
offices. Each video featured facts about a
statewide elected position, a state question
or voter registration information. Videos were
released in the weeks leading up to the Nov. 6
election.

OUR AUDIENCE

Oklahoma Watch reached well over a million
readers last year through a combination of
delivery channels that extend into every corner
of the state.
The traffic to our website achieved record levels
attributable to extensive enterprising coverage
of the elections and state budget crisis and
investigative stories in government, education
and human services. We provided our stories to
about 100 news organizations statewide for free
republication online and in print. Our newsletters
reached more than 8,000, and social media
followers climbed to over 20,000.
Surveys show our readers and viewers are welleducated and care deeply about the pivotal
issues facing the state.
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READER COMMENTS
Thanks so much for
helping get the truth
out to Oklahoma!

Please do not stop your
continued and always
appreciated unbiased
news for Oklahoma.

I have to be honest – I didn’t
follow this publication until
recently. Now I find myself
glued to your website.

You are doing the highest
quality investigative
journalism and some of the
best policy journalism in
the state right now.

Thank you for great
journalism. Keep up
the good work.

It gives me information
that my local newspaper
doesn’t cover. You’re the
watchdog of truth.

I was very excited
to stumble across
Oklahoma Watch.
It is exactly how
news should be
reported, in my
opinion.

AWARD-WINNING
REPORTING
“This is watchdog journalism at its best.”
Great Plains Journalism
Awards judges

OKLAHOMA SOCIETY OF
PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
Best Reporter

Online Special Report/Enterprise

Criminal Justice Reporting

Jennifer Palmer, education

Trevor Brown and Mollie Bryant:

Clifton Adcock: Suicides in the

reporter

“Inside Democracy” series

penitentiary

Education Coverage

Community Engagement

Multimedia

Jennifer Palmer: Stories on hunger

Dena Drabek, Penny Seale, staff:

Trevor Brown (2nd): Special

and schools

Newsletter, social-media outreach

legislative session coverage

In-Depth Enterprise &

Video Journalism

General News

Ilea Shutler, David Fritze, Warren

Mollie Bryant and Jeff Raymond

Trevor Brown and Mollie Bryant:

Vieth, Clifton Adcock: “Voices of

(3rd): Infant deaths from unsafe

“Inside Democracy” series

the Marginalized”

sleeping

Investigative

Paul Monies and Ben Botkin (3rd):
Health Department crisis

Interactive Graphic
Thomas Thoren, David Fritze,
“Oklahoma’s Poverty Landscape”

GREAT PLAINS
JOURNALISM AWARDS
Beat Reporting

Online Multimedia and Web Project

Jennifer Palmer (finalist): Education coverage

Jennifer Palmer (finalist): Education coverage

Investigative Reporting

Business Reporting

Trevor Brown and Mollie Bryant (finalists): “Inside

Warren Vieth: “Oil, Gas Output Plummets Before

Democracy” series

Taxes Rise”

EDUCATION WRITERS
ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Reporter Jennifer Palmer was a finalist in general news reporting in this national contest – for her story
on the use of student-isolation rooms in Oklahoma schools. “Fascinating issue. Well written. Well reported …
Good use of data,” the judges said.

SEEN&
HEARD

Education Week spotlighted what it called a “fascinating story” in Oklahoma Watch about world language
classes vanishing from many Oklahoma high schools. “What about other states?” the publication asked.
The 74, a national nonprofit news organization that covers education, mentioned and linked to Oklahoma
Watch’s story on how the state’s budget plan fall shorts of restoring years of budget cuts.
The McCarville Report highlighted Oklahoma Watch’s request for personal financial details and tax returns
from all candidates in statewide elections.

SUSTAINABILITY
Oklahoma Watch participated for the third year in a row
in NewsMatch, a national matching-gift campaign to grow
fundraising capacity in nonprofit newsrooms and promote
giving to journalism. In 2018, we surpassed our NewsMatch
goal of $25,000, yielding $50,000 that will help power more
investigative journalism across the Sooner State.
We also saw a 96% increase in dollars raised from individual
donors in 2018. Much of this growth is attributed to the
launch of our first major gifts campaign. Our earned revenue
also grew with the opportunity to provide editing services
and content development for a Voter Guide to help educate
the Oklahoma electorate.

REVENUE

EXPENSES

Public charities, foundations: $564,825 (85%)

Contract Services $90,857 (12%)

Corporate sponsorships: $15,037 (2%)

Program Services $31,300 (4%)

Media partner contributions: $4,790 (1%)

Facilities & Equipment $23,004 (3%)

Individual contributions: $69,662 (10%)

Operations $36,169 (5%)

Misc. earned revenue: $15,108 (2%)

Payroll $560,791 (74%)

Total: $669,422

Travel, Meetings, Meals $19,967 (2%)

Total: $762,088

“Oklahoma Watch’s stories
elevate the conversation

around critical social issues such as education and criminal justice, as well
as hold elected officials accountable at the Capitol. Ethics and Excellence in Journalism Foundation funds journalism organizations across the
country and it’s extremely gratifying to support a non-profit impact journalism organization in our own community.”
Bob Ross
President & CEO
Ethics and Excellence in Journalism Foundation

FUNDERS
Organizational Donors
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Ethics and Excellence in Journalism
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Norman Transcript

George Kaiser Family Foundation
Google, Inc.

PayPal Giving Fund
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Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family
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Henry Adams Companies, LLC
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